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THIS PATHWAY IS ABOUT...
Training modules, schools, workshops and library support for stewardship and data management.

RDA 21st PLENARY SESSIONS
- Breakout 2: Active Data Management Plans IG: Active Data Management Plans: how far have we come in the changing landscape
- Breakout 2: Ethics and Social Aspects of Data IG: Identifying and discussing key topics in ethics for the RDA Community: Developing together a revised agenda for the Ethical and Social Aspects of Data (ESAD) Interest Group
- Breakout 4: Engaging Researchers with Data IG: Researchers' engagement with data management: from cookbook to toolkit
- Breakout 5: Birds of a Feather: Launching an RDA Domain Ambassadors IG
- Breakout 5: Linguistics Data IG: Developing a Needs Analysis for Open Scholarship in Linguistics and the Language Sciences
- Breakout 6: Education and Training on Handling of Research Data IG: Fiesta ETHRD-IG! Community celebration of education & training material and metadata richness

View the Plenary programme

RELEVANT RDA GROUPS CONT.
- Libraries for Research Data IG
- Linguistics Data IG
- Professionalising Data Stewardship IG
- Psychological Data Community of Practice
- RDA Privacy Implications of Research Data Sets IG
- RDA/CODATA Summer Schools in Data Science and Cloud Computing in the Developing World WG
- Research Data Management in Engineering IG
- Skills and training curriculums to support FAIR research software IG

🌟 See all RDA groups

RELEVANT OUTPUTS & RECOMMENDATIONS
- 23 Things Libraries for Research Data
- Core Characteristics of Learning Resource Collectors
- Engaging Researchers with Data Management The Cookbook
- Member survey on bridging the gap between funders and communities - perspectives on benefits and challenges of FAIR assessments V2.0
- RDA Professionalising Data Stewardship - Data Stewardship Landscape Initial Report
- Recommendations for a minimal metadata set to aid harmonised discovery of learning resources
- The FAIR4RS Team Working Together to Make Research Software FAIR
- The FAIRsharing Registry and Recommendations Interlinking Standards, Databases and Data Policies

See all recommendations & outputs

RELEVANT RDA GROUPS
- Active Data Management Plans IG
- DMP Common Standards WG
- CODATA/RDA Research Data Science Schools for Low and Middle Income Countries
- CURE-FAIR WG
- Discipline-specific Guidance for Data Management Plans WG
- Early Career and Engagement IG
- Engaging Researchers with Data IG
- Ethics and Social Aspects of Data IG
- Exposing Data Management Plans WG
- FAIR Data Maturity Model WG
- FAIRsharing Registry: Connecting data policies, standards and databases RDA WG

Celebrate a Decade of Data...
Read more about the RDA’s 10th Anniversary & see the event and activity series.
Training, Stewardship, and Data Management Planning

About: Training modules, schools, workshops and library support for stewardship and data management.
6 sessions: 1 BoF, 5 IGs

With Summary/Takeaways (5 sessions)

BO4: IG Engaging Researchers with Data IG: Researchers' engagement with data management: from cookbook to toolkit

BO6: IG Education and Training on Handling of Research Data IG: Fiesta ETHRD-IG! Community celebration of education & training material and metadata richness

Report in other pathways

BO2: IG Ethics and Social Aspects of Data IG: Identifying and discussing key topics in ethics for the RDA Community: Developing together a revised agenda for the Ethical and Social Aspects of Data (ESAD) Interest Group (FAIR, CARE, TRUST)

BO5: IG Linguistics Data IG: Developing a Needs Analysis for Open Scholarship in Linguistics and the Language Sciences (Discipline)

BO5: BoF - Launching an RDA Domain Ambassadors IG (Discipline)

Without Summary/Takeaways (1 session)

BO2: IG Active Data Management Plans IG: Active Data Management Plans: how far have we come in the changing landscape
Training, Stewardship, and Data Management Planning (Session Summary)

About: Training modules, schools, workshops and library support for stewardship and data management.

- ‘IDEA’ (Improving Data Engagement and Advocacy) podcast recognised as valuable. Action: to publish season one of the podcast as a formal ‘Other’ RDA output.
- Re. following up on the published cookbook, session feedback supported creating an online collection of individual case studies and following up on cookbook case studies.
- Re. broader group direction, session feedback supported creating guidelines for what NOT to do to engage researchers, and creating engagement resources to showcase/argue the benefits of good data management.
- Thirteen case studies were collected during the session via the submission form.

This session provided a space for the community to acknowledge and celebrate its accomplishments in the space of creating descriptive metadata for RDM training materials. Implementations were demonstrated across three short presentations, and then participants had an opportunity to enrich their understanding of the minimal metadata schema by engaging it in an activity using it to describe materials. This was followed by a discussion of the challenges of unique disciplinary needs.
Common themes

- Recognition and Value: both sessions highlight the recognition and acknowledgment of valuable contributions - Two great interactive sessions!
- The RDA plenary session is a great venue to get wide feedback, collect use cases and engage members with new materials.
- Case studies: both groups presented examples